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Abstract: Fires are complex multi-physics problems that span wide spatial scale ranges. Capturing
this complexity in computationally affordable numerical simulations for process studies and “outerloop” techniques (e.g., optimization and uncertainty quantification) is a fundamental challenge in
reacting flow research. Further complications arise for propagating fires where a priori knowledge of
the fire spread rate and direction is typically not available. In such cases, static mesh refinement at all
possible fire locations is a computationally inefficient approach to bridging the wide range of spatial
scales relevant to fire behavior. In the present study, we address this challenge by incorporating
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) in fireFoam, an OpenFOAM solver for simulations of complex fire
phenomena involving pyrolyzing solid surfaces. The AMR functionality in the extended solver, called
fireDyMFoam, is load balanced, models gas, solid, and liquid phases, and allows us to dynamically
track regions of interest, thus avoiding inefficient over-resolution of areas far from a propagating
flame. We demonstrate the AMR capability and computational efficiency for fire spread on vertical
panels, showing that the AMR solver reproduces results obtained using much larger statically refined
meshes, but at a substantially reduced computational cost. We then leverage AMR in an optimization
framework for fire suppression based on the open-source Dakota toolkit, which is made more
computationally tractable through the use of fireDyMFoam. The extension of fireFoam developed
here thus enables the use of higher fidelity simulations in optimization problems for the suppression
of fire spread in both built and natural environments.
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Given the potential hazard and cost of experimental studies, particularly at large spatial scales, computational simulations are an attractive approach to studying fire behavior.
However, computationally efficient, full-physics simulations that avoid empirical ad hoc
models [1] are required to study fire dynamics over widely varying and realistic conditions, as well as to enable the reliable use of “outer-loop” techniques such as optimization
(e.g., for mitigation and suppression efforts) and uncertainty quantification (e.g., for risk
assessment).
Perhaps the greatest difficulty in performing such high-fidelity simulations is the
wide spatio-temporal scale separation characteristic of fire spread problems. Disparate
temporal scales, from relatively slow flow advection to fast chemical reactions, are often
addressed by assuming infinitely fast chemistry. This mixed-is-burnt assumption can be
made because chemical reactions occur on much shorter timescales than the turbulent
mixing timescale for non-premixed flames. The eddy dissipation model [2,3] can then be
used to relate the combustion timescale to local turbulence timescales. Flamelet models or
other mechanism reduction approaches (e.g., at run-time [4–6] or a priori [7,8]) can also be
used to balance fidelity with computational cost for problems where the mixed-is-burnt
assumption is no longer valid.
Relevant spatial scales range from the small-scale structures of solid fuels to the larger
scales characteristic of buildings and warehouses. Methods to address temporal scale
separation generally increase the minimum computational timestep, either by not resolving
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the reaction timescale or by making finite-rate chemistry more affordable. However, the
minimum spatial length scale is often dictated by geometric constraints, such as the fuel
size or local geometry. Although static mesh refinement can be used to address some of
this scale separation, such approaches are inadequate in fire spread problems where the
region of interest may be rapidly varying and is not known a priori.
In the present study, we use adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to address the challenge
of bridging wide spatial scale separations in simulations of fire spread. Using AMR, grid
cells and physical resolution – and, by extension, computational resources – can be concentrated where they are most needed, for example to track a propagating flame and make
optimization and calibration studies (Nyazika et al. [9] provide a review) more tractable.
Previously, Lapointe et al. [10] demonstrated the use of AMR with the OpenFOAM solver
fireFoam [11] for simulations of turbulent diffusion flames, and here we introduce a new
extension of this solver, called fireDyMFoam, that uses AMR to model fire spread over
solid pyrolyzing surfaces. The new solver retains the pre-existing fireFoam capability
for modeling multiphase flows, enabling the analysis and optimization of liquid-based
fire suppression strategies (e.g., involving liquid films and Lagrangian particles) using
computationally efficient AMR-based simulations of fire spread.
In the following, we outline the details of fireDyMFoam, including the treatment of
gas, solid, and liquid phases, and provide a description of the AMR approach. We then
demonstrate the solver for meter-scale vertical fire spread on combustible panels. We show,
in particular, that the solver reproduces results from static mesh simulations with the same
fine-scale resolution, but at a substantially reduced computational cost. We then leverage
these computational savings and use fireDyMFoam inside an optimization loop, driven
by the open-source Dakota toolkit for optimization and uncertainty quantification [12], to
minimize fire spread on a combustible panel, similar to previous test cases examined using
the Fire Dynamics Simulator [13–15]. The new solver also includes dynamic load balancing
for efficient AMR of fire spread problems. We have made the solver freely available to the
fire modeling community at the public GitHub repository https://github.com/clapointe2
011/public for simulations and optimization of a broad range of fire spread problems.
2. Computational framework: fireDyMFoam
OpenFOAM is an open-source, finite-volume computational fluid dynamics platform
that includes both pre- and post-processing functionalities, in addition to a wide array of
solvers [16]. In the present study, we focus development on OpenFOAM-7 and implement
AMR in the fireFoam solver [10,11,17] for computationally efficient simulations of fire
spread over solid pyrolyzing surfaces. Designed for simulations of industrial fire problems,
fireFoam incorporates gas-, solid-, and liquid-phase regions, in addition to Lagrangian
particle modeling capabilities. It has been used previously to study problems ranging
from non-reacting buoyant plumes [18,19] and pool fires with static [11,20,21] and dynamic
meshes (i.e., using AMR) [10], to larger room-scale fires [22,23], pyrolysis modeling [24–28],
and fire suppression [26,29].
Here we extend the previous AMR solver outlined in Lapointe et al. [10] to address
multiphase flows and solid fuel pyrolysis. The new solver, called fireDyMFoam, also
includes dynamic load balancing to further increase computational efficiency. Each of these
developments, which are described in more detail in the following sections, enable the fire
suppression optimization framework described in Section 5.
2.1. Physical treatment of the gas phase
The fireFoam solver is typically used to perform large eddy simulations (LES), and
this is also the approach that we take with the AMR-enabled solver fireDyMfoam. In the
gas phase, three-dimensional (3D) Favre-filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations
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and conservation equations for mass, total enthalpy, and species are solved on a single
unstructured computational mesh. These equations are given as
∂ρ
(ρ)
(ρ)
+ ∇ · (ρU ) = Sp + Sf ,
∂t

(1)

∂(ρU )
(U )
+ ∇ · (ρUi Uj ) = −∇ prgh + ∇ · τij + ρg + Sp ,
(2)
∂t
∂p
∂[ρ(h + K )]
(h)
(h)
+ ∇ · [ρU (h + K )] = ∇ · [αeff ∇(ρh)] +
+ Qrxn + Qrad + Sp + Sf , (3)
∂t
∂t
∂(ρYi )
(Y )
(Y )
+ ∇ · (ρUYi ) = ∇ · [αeff ∇(ρYi )] + ρωi + Sp i + Sf i ,
(4)
∂t
where unity Lewis and turbulent Prandtl numbers are assumed and τij represents the
viscous stress tensor given by
h
i
τij = ∇ · µ(∇U + (∇U ) T ) − λ(∇ · U ) I .
(5)
In the above equations, ρ is density, U is velocity, prgh is dynamic pressure, p is pressure (i.e.,
p = prgh + ρg · x + pref , where pref is a reference pressure), g is gravitational acceleration, h
is specific sensible enthalpy, and K is specific kinetic energy. The transport coefficients µeff
and αeff are the effective (i.e., molecular plus turbulent) viscosity and thermal diffusivity,
respectively. In the enthalpy equation, Qrxn and Qrad represent energy sources (or sinks)
due to reactions and radiation, respectively, and in the species transport equation Yi is the
mass fraction of the ith species, and ωi is the reaction rate for the ith species. The terms
( ϕ)

( ϕ)

Sp and Sf denote Lagrangian particle and liquid film source terms, respectively, for the
variable ϕ, and are zero if unused; more detailed descriptions of these terms can be found
in Wang et al. [11], Meredith et al. [26], Ren et al. [29] and Meredith et al. [30,31].
Depending on the choice of turbulence closure used to compute µeff and αeff , sub-grid
scale (SGS) transport equations may also be necessary to close the governing equations.
As in the standard version of fireFoam, we use mixture-averaged density and transport
properties; the former is computed using the ideal gas law and the latter are temperaturedependent and computed using empirical correlations. Combustion modeling is assumed
to be infinitely fast for non-premixed flames, although finite-rate multi-step chemical
models can also be used, and governed by an eddy dissipation model. Radiation modeling
is accomplished using a finite volume implementation of the discrete ordinate method,
with a prescribed radiative fraction. For a detailed description of the gas phase physical
treatment in fireFoam, we refer the interested reader to Wang et al. [11].
2.2. Physical treatment of the solid phase
In the solid phase, one-dimensional (1D) conservation equations are solved for mass,
energy, and species, given as [27,32,33]
∂ρs
= − Rgas ,
∂t

∂ ( ρs hs )
∂ ∂(κs Ts )
−
= Srad + Srxn + Sgas + Sflux ,
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂(ρs Yi,s )
= Ri .
∂t

(6)
(7)
(8)

Here, ρs and hs are solid-phase density and specific sensible enthalpy, Yi,s is the mass
fraction of solid species i, Ri is the reaction rate of the ith solid species, Rgas is the corresponding rate of production of pyrolysate, and κs is the solid-phase thermal conductivity.
Solid-phase energy source terms include an optional in-depth radiative source, Srad , a
reaction source term, Srxn , a source term to account for mass loss (or, equivalently, gas
production) from the solid phase, Sgas , and an optional enthalpy flux-based source term for
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gas motion within the solid, Sflux . These equations are solved on a series of independent,
1D solid meshes using mixture-averaged properties. That is, gas flux from the solid is
computed from the solid mass loss rate and is assumed to immediately enter the gaseous
region (or equivalently from pyrolysate production rate) [27,32,33]. Additional details of
the solid phase modeling are available in Fukumoto et al. [27], Chaos et al. [32], and Vinayak
[33].
2.3. Physical treatment of liquid films and Lagrangian particles
Liquid regions may be introduced at gas-solid interfaces, and are commonly used to
“collect” water droplets for suppression modeling. If used, quasi-3D equations for mass,
momentum, and energy conservation are solved in the liquid phase [26,29–31]. These
equations are given by
∂ ( ρf δ )
+ ∇k · (ρf δUk ) = Sρf ,
∂t
∂(ρf δUk )
+ ∇k · (ρf δUki Uk j ) = −δ∇k pf + ρf δgk + SUk ,
∂t
∂(ρf δhf )
+ ∇k · (ρδUk hf ) = Shf ,
∂t

(9)
(10)
(11)

where the k subscript denotes components tangential to the solid surface; vector terms
therefore only have two components. For the film, ρf is the film density, δ is the film
thickness, U is the film velocity, Sρf are mass source terms (e.g., addition due to coupling
with Lagrangian particles, ejection of mass as Lagrangian particles, and phase change),
pf is the total film pressure (e.g., sum of local gas-phase, liquid hydrostatic and capillary
pressure, and changes due to particle interaction), SUk encompasses momentum-based
source terms (e.g., viscous stresses and momentum addition or subtraction due to particle
coupling), gk is the gravity vector, hf is the film sensible enthalpy, and Shf are source terms
in the energy equation (e.g., conductive and radiative heat transfer, phase change, and
particle-based energy sources). A detailed description of all potential source terms is
available in Meredith et al. [26], and a summary of film modeling as it is commonly used is
available in Ren et al. [29]. The equations are solved on a two-dimensional (2D) mesh and
the third direction is captured implicitly by the film thickness δ.
If sprinklers are used (e.g., for flame suppression), a modeling methodology similar
to other fireFoam sprinkler-suppression studies (e.g., Ren et al. [29] and FM Global [17])
is adopted such that water particles are only included as a mode of water delivery; heat
transfer and phase change are not considered until the water droplets have been transferred
to the solid panel surface and incorporated into the film region. Because the droplet mass,
composition, and temperature remain constant, they are therefore governed only by a
momentum conservation equation given as
m

∂Up
= SUp ,
∂t

(12)

where m is the particle mass, Up is its velocity and SUp represents the forces acting on
the particle. Fluid-particle coupling is two-way, and particle source terms are treated
semi-implicitly.
2.4. Phase coupling
Gas-solid-liquid phase coupling is treated in a segregated manner; Lagrangian particles are solved first, followed by solution of the liquid, solid, and gas phases (if a phase is
not required, its solution is simply skipped). Interactions between each phase are enabled
by the various source terms in the transport equations described previously. At phase
boundaries, the phases are coupled via mapped boundary conditions for the velocity,
temperature, and reacting species. For velocity, the mass flux of pyrolysate in the solid
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region is matched to a corresponding mass flux of fuel in the gaseous region using either
a one-to-one mapping or an energetically-equivalent mapping (e.g., as implemented in
FM Global [17]). For temperature, heat transfer is coupled between the solid, liquid, and
gaseous regions, and for the fuel, pyrolysate in the solid region is converted to a known
fuel in the gaseous region.
2.5. Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
Previously, we developed an AMR solver for efficient simulations of turbulent diffusion flames, called diffusionFireFoam [10]. In the present work, we have extended the
diffusionFireFoam solver to combine the OpenFOAM dynamic meshing functionality described in Jasak and Gosman [34] with the full suite of physical models (e.g., pyrolysis,
Lagrangian particle, and surface film modeling) included in fireFoam. For the present
work, AMR is constrained to the gas phase (where the solution is most computationally
expensive); solid and liquid regions use static meshes. To simplify the use of AMR with
mapped boundary conditions (which is necessary to couple solid, liquid, and gaseous
regions), faces on any coupled boundary and, by extension, the cells containing said faces,
are protected from refinement; they are pre-refined to the highest level of AMR that will be
used.
The AMR implementation in OpenFOAM takes the form of a single, unstructured
mesh, in contrast to block-structured AMR as used, for example, in Zhang et al. [35]. At
user-specified intervals, the mesh is updated based on a single refinement field. Cells
with values of the field between lower and upper bounds are marked for refinement, and
are split in two in each coordinate direction, such that one cell becomes eight cells in 3D.
Similarly, values of the field below a cutoff are identified for coarsening, where the reverse
process occurs and cells are recombined. Other input parameters include the refinement
frequency and a buffer parameter to “insulate” newly added cells (i.e., make the AMR cell
addition more conservative).
The mesh update process is summarized by the following steps [10,34]
1.
2.

3.
4.

If the simulation timestep index is a multiple of a user-specified refinement interval,
trigger the mesh update.
Scan the user-defined refinement field for cells eligible for refinement. Eligible cells
are determined by comparing values of the field to lower and upper refinement
bounds. If the cell value lies within the refinement bounds, it is marked as a candidate
for refinement. Candidates are then scanned and checked for “refineability”; namely,
candidates are considered refinable if they are below the max refinement level and if
they are hexagonal cells.
Refine the selected cells and protect “buffer” cells around the newly refined cells from
un-refinement. Map the solution to the new mesh.
Scan points in the mesh for un-refinement, comparing point values to an un-refine
level; values lower than this level are tagged for recombination. Cells are then
recombined and the solution is mapped once more.

We refer to Jasak and Gosman [34] and Lapointe et al. [10] for a more complete description
of the AMR process, including verification and validation of the approach in a range of
both non-reacting and reacting flow problems.
Previously, we extended the AMR library in Jasak and Gosman [34] to enable refinement and coarsening on an arbitrary number of fields [10]. These fields are scaled at
run-time to range between 0 and 1, although un-scaled fields may also be used; refinement
bounds are therefore percents of the maximum value (e.g., the top 99.9% of values at a
given time, or lower and upper bounds of 0.001 and 1, respectively). Prior work also
involved extensive testing of the AMR procedure, focusing on flux corrections for new cell
faces to ensure mass conservation. All of these improvements have also been implemented
in fireDyMFoam.
Before continuing, it is prudent to discuss the application of AMR, specifically, within
the context of fireFoam simulations. As described previously, fireFoam solves 3D conserva-
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tion equations only in the gas phase; solid and liquid phases are 1D and 2D, respectively.
This is important for two reasons: (i) native AMR functionality is inherently 3D and
(ii) phases are coupled with mapped boundary conditions (with an implied one-to-one
mapping) at their respective interfaces.
With regard to the first point, we note that the majority of the computational expense
can be attributed to the solution of the gas phase. Additionally, the solid and liquid phases
use customized versions of “standard” OpenFOAM meshes, making integration of native
AMR functionality non-trivial. Various researchers (e.g., Rettenmaier et al. [36]) have
addressed this integration (e.g., by extending the AMR for use with meshes that are not
3D), which is beyond the scope of the current study.
Regarding the second point, extensions to support changing meshes at the interface
would ideally be accompanied by the use of 3D meshes in the solid and liquid phases. This
extension would also incorporate arbitrary mesh interface (AMI) functionality at interfaces;
both extensions will be the focus of future work. For the current work, we focus on the use
of AMR in the gas phase and make accommodations to facilitate its addition to fireFoam,
such as pre-refining phase interfaces (to match the target maximum level of refinement)
and protecting the interfaces from further refinement.
Recognizing that this pre-refinement (as well as the AMR itself) may introduce load
imbalances for parallel simulations, we have also implemented run-time load balancing
to maintain a balanced distribution of computational load for AMR cases run in parallel.
This implementation follows that used in hyStrath [37], where processor imbalances are
assessed at write-time and system calls are used to redistribute the computational mesh.
This method is noteworthy because it allows for use of native OpenFOAM utilities (e.g.,
reconstructParMesh, reconstructPar, and decomposePar), but requires minimal code
modification (mostly at the solver level) and is easily extendable to other solvers.
2.6. Numerical treatment
In the gas phase, the conservation equations are solved in a segregated manner and
coupled using a procedure (i.e., PIMPLE) involving outer SIMPLE iterations and inner
PISO correctors [11]. For this work, we have implemented a variant that places the energy
and species conservation inside the PISO corrector loop, similar to implementations in
other OpenFOAM solvers [38,39].
Spatial discretization is nominally second-order accurate; total variation diminishing
schemes are employed for the divergence of conserved scalar quantities, and a stabilized
central difference scheme is used for the velocity convective term to aid stability. Additionally, in the interest of stability, enthalpy gradients are limited. Diffusive terms are
unbounded and second-order with limited non-orthogonal corrections. First-order Euler
integration is used to march forward in time.
For the solid phase, we again use second-order methods for spatial discretization and
first-order Euler integration for temporal integration. First-order integration in time is also
used in the liquid phase, if present; spatially, divergence terms are also first-order and
diffusive terms are second-order. A global timestep is computed from a user-specified
maximum advective Courant number in the gaseous and film regions and maximum
diffusion number in the solid region. Temporal sub-cycling is used (often with a lower,
particle-specific Courant number) to march Lagrangian particles forward in time.
3. Verification: Single panel vertical fire spread
For the present implementation of AMR in fireDyMFoam to be deemed successful,
it must result in a reduction of simulation cost with little or no impact on accuracy, as
compared to equivalently refined static mesh simulations. To this end, we first compare
the cost and accuracy of AMR in fireDyMFoam against a statically-refined simulation of a
vertical fire spread problem (without water droplets or films, for simplicity).
The present case is based on a tutorial included with the standard distribution of
OpenFOAM [16], where a [0.3 × 0.6] m, 60 kW propane burner is placed in the center of a
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narrow, initially quiescent domain. The burner is bounded on two sides by [0.6 × 2.4 ×
0.01] m combustible wood panels, composed of homogeneous mixtures of unburnt solid
fuel and burnt charred product. The propane burns infinitely fast as it mixes with ambient
air, heating the wood. The wood pyrolyzes and combustible products are transferred to
the gaseous region, where they burn and the flame spreads.
For this first demonstration of fireDyMFoam, we focus on a single panel for simplicity,
as shown in Fig. 1. Static mesh and AMR simulations, described in the following, are
performed for this simpler case, and the results are compared to verify that the AMR
simulation produces comparable results to the static mesh simulation, but at a lower
computational cost.
3.1. Statically refined simulation
In the static mesh simulation, a base mesh measuring [0.8 × 4.2 × 1.2] m, centered
on the propane burner, was created for the solution of the gaseous region with 20 cm
resolution. Four nested, static regions of refinement were then created, including a finest
refinement region with 1.25-cm resolution occupying a [0.4 × 2.5 × 0.8] m volume centered
longitudinally on the burner. Figures 2(a) and (d) show slices through the center of the
resulting static mesh at z = 0, indicating the successive regions of static refinement in the
x − y plane.
The solid panel region was created by extruding a collection of faces on the boundary
of the base mesh, within the 1.25 cm resolution region. An area of size [0.6 × 2.4] m was
extruded by 1 cm, with 1 mm resolution in the third dimension. The propane burner was
created in a [0.1 × 0.4] m area on the bottom boundary.
Gas and solid regions were coupled as described in Section 2.6. Within the gas
phase, turbulence modeling was accomplished using a one equation eddy-viscosity model
with Ck = 0.03 [40]. Combustion was modeled using the eddy dissipation method, as
implemented in FM Global [17], with coefficients CEDC , Cdiff , and Cstiff of 4.0, 0.4, and 10−10 ,
respectively [41,42]. Radiation modeling was performed using the finite volume discrete
ordinate method with a prescribed radiative fraction of 0.2 (similar to that used in Ren
et al. [29]). In the solid phase, model coefficients for thermophysical properties match those
from Chaos et al. [43] for the single-layer configuration. Temporal and spatial discretization
is set as described in Section 2.6.
As mentioned previously, a custom variant of the PIMPLE algorithm is used [38,39];
one outer PIMPLE iteration (where mass, momentum, and turbulence are solved) and
three inner PISO iterations (where species, energy conservation, and pressure correctors are
solved) are used to solve the gas-phase conservation equations. A maximum convective
Courant number of 0.5 is enforced in the gas phase, and a maximum diffusion number of
0.25 is used for the solid phase; the most limiting constraint is used to compute a single
global timestep.

Figure 1. Schematic of the vertical fire spread case, showing the propane burner in orange, as well as
both the panel and gas regions. The orange arrow indicates the direction of gravity.
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Figure 2. Visualization of static, AMR, and balanced AMR verification cases. Gas-phase combustion is visualized using volume
renders of regions with high HRR for static (a,d), for AMR without load balancing (b,e), and AMR with load balancing (c,f) vertical
panel spread cases at times 1.0 s (a,b,c) and 8.0 s (d,e,f). Regions are colored by temperature from low (black) to high (yellow). The
computational meshes are visualized in a plane through the center of the domain in each panel.

In total, the static mesh for the gaseous region was composed of 449, 148 cells and
the solid region was composed of 92, 160 cells. We ran the simulation in parallel on 6
processors for 15 s of physical time.
3.2. AMR simulation
The physical configuration of the AMR simulation is identical to that for the static
case, described in the previous section and shown in Fig. 1. A base mesh of 20 cm is created
and the boundary faces along the gas-solid interface and burner are pre-refined by four
levels to 1.25 cm resolution, for an initial cell count of 69, 048. The solid region is created as
before and is therefore identical between the static mesh and AMR simulations.
Within the AMR simulation, four levels of refinement are used in the gaseous region
to achieve 1.25 cm resolution, refining on gas-phase heat release rate (HRR) as a measure
of combustion strength and location (top 99.9% of values) and gradients in HRR (top 99.9%
of values) to fully encapsulate regions with combustion. The mesh is updated every four
timesteps, and four buffer layers are used. Refinement fields are scaled at run-time to more
easily allow assignment of lower and upper refinement bounds. It should be noted that
other settings (e.g., other fields and refinement criteria) may give even better results (i.e.,
further decrease computational cost without affecting simulation accuracy) and the setup
used here should be taken as illustrative rather than optimal.
Using the same physical configuration and mesh update procedure, two AMR simulations were performed, corresponding to static and dynamic approaches to grid decomposition and allocation to computational cores. The first AMR case used a time-invariant,
geometric decomposition of the gaseous domain, while the second case used run-time load
redistribution with the “scotch” decomposition in OpenFOAM. In each case, the decomposition of the solid region did not change with time. For the case with load balancing, mesh
redistribution to computational cores was allowed every 0.1 s of simulation time.
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Figure 3. Comparison of chemical HRR time histories for the single panel vertical fire spread
verification test case static (black circles), AMR without load balancing (red crosses), and AMR with
load balancing (red squares) simulations. HRR is computed from instantaneous mass loss rates from
the solid.

3.3. Results and discussion
Instantaneous snapshots of the flame spread up the panel are shown in Fig. 2 for the
AMR and static simulations at 1.0, and 8.0 s. In general, the flame structure is qualitatively
similar between all three simulations (i.e., the static mesh simulation and the AMR simulations with and without load balancing), with the propagation of the flame up the panel
occurring at roughly the same rate in all cases.
The resulting AMR meshes at 1.0, and 8.0 s are also shown in Fig. 2, illustrating the
dynamically varying nature of the mesh and the gradually increasing number of grid cells
in the AMR cases as the simulation proceeds. The AMR cases started with approximately
69, 000 cells in the gaseous region and, once spun up, fluctuated around 115, 000 cells
(the static mesh simulation had roughly 449, 000 cells). The baseline and balanced AMR
simulations required an average of 6.8 and 5.4 cpu-hours per physical second of simulation
time, respectively, computed as the product of the computation time and the number of
cores divided by the physical duration of the simulation (i.e., 15 s). Consequently, we
were able to decrease the computational cost relative to the static case, which required an
average of 13.6-cpu-hours per second of simulation time. Additionally, we have shown that,
although the addition of load balancing makes the simulation even more computationally
efficient, both AMR cases were significantly faster than their static counterpart.
From a quantitative perspective, the time history of volume-integrated chemical HRR
is compared for the static and AMR simulations in Fig. 3. There is generally good agreement
between the three simulations; it is emphasized, however, that the flame spread simulations
are turbulent and some variability in the exact HRR time series is expected, independent
of the mesh treatment. Nevertheless, the overall shapes of the time series are very similar
between the three cases. We note that, although the turbulent nature of these simulations is
expected to create local and instantaneous differences in the simulation results, the general
correspondence between the AMR and static simulations in Fig. 3 suggests that the AMR
simulations adequately capture the flame dynamics.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows instantaneous temperature profiles from the AMR and static
simulations at 8 s (when HRR is close to its maximum) near the gas-solid interface at
various heights above the burner. Once again, the temperatures are similar between
the three simulations, and only small deviations between the results are observed. The
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Figure 4. Instantaneous gas-phase temperature profiles near the time of peak HRR (8 s) close to the
gas-solid interface of the single panel vertical fire spread verification test case. Panels from top to
bottom show profiles at panel heights of z/H = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, where H = 2.4 m is the total height.
Results are shown for static (solid black lines), AMR without load balancing (dashed red lines), and
AMR with load balancing (dash-dot red lines) simulations. The transverse location x is normalized
by the half panel width L = 0.3 m.

turbulent nature of these simulations also is expected to create local and instantaneous
differences in the simulation results, and the overall correspondence between the AMR
and static simulations in Fig. 4 suggests that the AMR simulations are able to accurately
capture the flame dynamics.
It is important to note that the computational savings of the AMR simulation are
dependent on the choice of refinement fields and their bounds. We have shown here
that, for the choices outlined in Section 3.2, the AMR simulation provides results that
are comparable to the static mesh results, at a substantially lower computational cost.
Additional improvements in efficiency may be achievable for other choices of refinement
fields and AMR thresholds, although it should also be noted that further improvements in
static mesh simulation cost may also be possible. As such, the present results should be
taken as illustrative of the accuracy and efficiency of fireDyMFoam, and greater (or lesser)
gains may be realized in other problems.
4. Validation: Two-panel vertical fire spread
Building on the previous single panel vertical spread verification case, we now validate fireDyMFoam against experimental data for a panel spread case similar to the first
verification case. In particular, a second panel with identical dimensions, opposite the first,
was added to fully replicate the configuration in Chaos et al. [43]. For this configuration,
two [0.6 × 2.4 × 0.0154] m corrugated cardboard panels are separated by a [0.3 × 0.6] m
60-kW propane burner. Experimental and computational data for chemical HRR and
gas-solid interface temperature and heat flux were computed by Chaos et al. [43]. Here, we
focus on HRR as a global metric of importance for combustion problems, and only perform
an AMR simulation.
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4.1. AMR simulation
The physical configuration of the two-panel case largely mimics that of the previous
single-panel case shown in Fig. 1, but now also includes a second solid region opposite the
first. As with the single panel verification case, the mesh boundaries adjacent to the panels
on the gas-solid interface are pre-refined, for an initial cell count of 14, 712 cells, before
meshing the solid region. The solid-phase computational domain is created as described
previously, resulting in 4, 608 independent, 1D regions, each 10 cells in depth, for a total of
46, 080 cells. The case was run on a single processor for 150 s; because the AMR simulation
was run on only one processor, load balancing was not necessary for this case.
The physical models used in the gas phase are unchanged from the single panel
spread verification case. Solid phase thermophysical properties are set following optimized
values for the “triple-wall” corrugated cardboard reported in Chaos et al. [43]. The gas
and solid phases are coupled as in the previous panel spread case with identical gas-solid
interactions.
Following Chaos et al. [43], the gas-phase computational domain measures [0.3 × 8 ×
3] m. Based on the recent success by Ren and Wang [44] in simulating a similar case at
coarse resolution, here we use a base resolution of 10 cm and two levels of refinement to
achieve an effective resolution of 2.5 cm. The mesh was updated every other timestep;
refinement fields and bounds were, however, not changed from those used in the singlepanel verification case.
4.2. Results and discussion
Experimental [43] and simulated chemical HRR (computed using the heat of combustion for pyrolysate from Ren et al. [29] and [45]) are compared in Fig. 5 for both the static
mesh simulation from Chaos et al. [43] and the present AMR simulation using fireDyMFoam. After spinup of the AMR simulation, a maximum cell count of roughly 50, 000 cells
at peak HRR was required.
Quantitatively, Fig. 5 shows that the AMR simulation provides an accurate prediction
of the exponential increase in HRR (the primary goal of this simulation), matching the
experimental and computational results from Chaos et al. [43] reasonably well. The value
of peak HRR is also similar between the experiments and AMR simulations. However, the
time of peak HRR in the AMR simulation is slightly delayed relative to the experiments,
and there is a faster decay of the HRR after the peak. Similar results were also obtained by
Chaos et al. [43] using static mesh simulations, as shown in Fig. 5. As such, the difference
in the decay rates is likely due to the physical modeling used in the simulations, rather
than due to the use of AMR itself. For example, carbon oxidation has been identified by
Chaos et al. [43] as a possible source of the discrepancies with the experiments, as it is not
included in the pyrolysis model. Although model calibration is beyond the scope of the
present study, Nyazika et al. [9] have reviewed the utility of such approaches for the case
studied by Chaos et al. [43], where char oxidation was also mentioned as a potential source
of error.
In the future, this case could be improved, for example, by re-tuning solid-phase thermophysical parameters for use with fireDyMFoam to better match the experimental data
after the time of peak heat release. In terms of modeling, possible improvements include
the incorporation of a char oxidation model in the solid phase (e.g., as implemented by
FM Global [17]) and recent developments in wall models for convective heat transfer (e.g.,
as described by Ren and Wang [44]) and updated solid-phase thermophysical parameters
(e.g., those used by Ren et al. [29], Ren and Wang [44], and [45]). We anticipate that, given
the results in Fig. 5, each of these improvements will improve the agreement between the
simulation and experimental results, and that AMR can still be used to decrease the computational cost of future simulations without negatively impacting accuracy. Nevertheless,
the present AMR results using fireDyMFoam agree at least as well with the experimental
data as the prior static mesh simulations from Chaos et al. [43].
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Figure 5. Time history of chemical heat release rate (HRR) for the two-panel fire spread validation
case. Experimental and simulation results from Chaos et al. [43] are shown as black circles and blue
diamonds, respectively, and AMR simulation results from fireDyMFoam are shown as red squares.

5. Optimization: Fire suppression using liquid films and Lagrangian particles
Having shown that AMR simulations using fireDyMFoam are computationally efficient and retain simulation fidelity, we now leverage the new solver for efficient optimizations of fire suppression methods, where the AMR simulations are coupled to the Dakota
open-source toolkit [12]. For this demonstration, water is either introduced as a film at the
top of the panel, or a sprinkler is used to spray water droplets at the panel.
Coupling between Dakota and OpenFOAM is based on previous similar studies
[46–50] and uses a shell script to pass information between the two codes as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Retrieve values (e.g., model parameters, boundary coefficients; initial or updated)
from Dakota and convert to a format readable by OpenFOAM;
Edit OpenFOAM files with values from Dakota;
Run OpenFOAM case and post-process as necessary;
Compute cost function and pass to Dakota for updated parameter evaluation.

It should be noted that the coupling is quite general and treats the OpenFOAM simulations
as a black box. This is beneficial because no modification of the computational software
is required. There is a wide array of algorithms included with Dakota, ranging from
local algorithms for gradient-based (e.g., Newton and conjugate-gradient methods [51,52])
and gradient-free (e.g., COBYLA [53]) optimization, to global methods such as genetic
algorithms [12].
5.1. Water film suppression
The first demonstration case focuses on the suppression of vertical fire spread on a
single panel via direct application of water. This case is based on the fireFoam tutorial
flameSpreadWaterSuppresionPanel, as well as the fire spread simulations described in
Sections 3 and 4. For this case, a liquid water film is introduced at the top of the panel
along the gas-solid interface to suppress fire spread. At the top of the panel, the water has a
uniform velocity of 0.01 m/s and a uniform temperature of 298.15 K. The case is otherwise
identical in physical configuration to the verification case discussed in Section 3.
Baseline cases with and without the water film were first simulated to demonstrate
successful flame suppression. A base mesh with 20 cm resolution was created and boundary
faces were refined to 2.5 cm resolution at the gas-solid interface and burner patches.
Boundary faces were then extruded to create the solid region, as well as the liquid film
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Figure 6. Solid-phase mass loss comparison for panel fire spread cases with and without water film suppression (a) and convergence
history for the optimization (b). Panel (a) shows the mass loss for cases with no suppression (solid black line), baseline suppression
parameters (dashed red line), and optimal suppression parameters (dash-dot blue line). Panel (b) shows normalized values of the cost
function J from Eq. (13) (solid black line) and the film inlet velocity Ul (dashed red line).

region. Three levels of AMR were employed for an effective resolution of 2.5 cm in the gas
phase. Refinement was based on regions of high HRR and the magnitude of its gradient.
The solid and liquid phases were represented using static meshes with identical span-wise
resolutions to that used in the gaseous domain. The film region was 1 cm and 1 cell thick,
and the solid region was identical to the verification case in Section 3. Each simulation was
run for 15 s of physical time.
A comparison of these cases is presented in Fig. 6(a), where time histories of solidphase mass loss are compared. Mass loss is used here as a surrogate for the extent of fire
spread, where un-suppressed fires are expected to pyrolyze and burn more of the panel,
resulting in greater mass loss. In Fig. 6(a), mass loss is shown to be substantially smaller at
all times after roughly 2 s for the case with suppression, as compared to the case without
suppression. Most importantly, the large magnitude of this difference suggests that it may
be possible to reduce the amount of water introduced while still maintaining a substantially
lower cumulative mass loss than the case without suppression.
The challenge of reducing the water flow rate while maintaining adequate flame suppression is ideally suited for optimization techniques. Recognizing that water conservation
is important in water-scarce regions of the world, a cost function, J, can be constructed to
take both solid-phase mass loss and water use into account as




∆ms
Ul
J=α
+β
,
(13)
∆ms (t = 0)
Ul (t = 0)
where ∆ms is the solid-phase change in mass, Ul is the water injection velocity (a measure
of water use), and α and β are scaling coefficients set to 0.5. Both terms in J have been
normalized by their respective initial values, with ∆ms (t = 0) obtained from the baseline
suppression case and Ul (t = 0) = 0.01 m/s. Different values of α and β result in different
priorities given to mass loss and water usage during the optimization process, and here we
simply set the two coefficients equal for demonstration purposes.
The COBYLA algorithm [53] was used to minimize J subject to 0 ≤ Ul ≤ 0.02 m/s.
These bounds were normalized to fall between 0 and 1 as Ûl = (Ul − 0)/(0.02 − 0)
with a normalized starting point of Ûl = 0.5. An optimal normalized water velocity of
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Figure 7. Visualization of baseline sprinkler case. Gas-phase combustion is visualized by a volumerender of cells with high temperature colored from low (black) to high (red) and solid-phase pyrolysis
is visualized by char production colored low (tan) to high (black). Water is shown in blue for particleand film-based liquid.

approximately 0.03, or 6 × 10−4 m/s, was identified in 21 iterations and a plot of the
convergence history is shown in Fig. 6(b).
To demonstrate the success of the optimization, the previous film simulation is updated to use the optimized inflow velocity. The mass loss time history is plotted against
the original and baseline histories in Fig. 6(a), showing that we observe little difference
between initial and optimized mass losses while decreasing the water inflow velocity by
over an order of magnitude (corresponding to a relatively large amount of water savings),
aligning nicely with our expectations for this case.
5.2. Sprinkler suppression
For the second optimization demonstration, a sprinkler is employed as the mode of
water delivery. With the addition of Lagrangian particle tracking, this case incorporates all
modeling functionality present in fireDyMFoam.
Instead of injecting a steady stream of water at the top of the panel, for this case a
collection of water droplets (or “particles”) is sprayed towards the panel at a fixed position,
angle, mass flow rate, and temperature. A baseline case with particle settings based on
similar tutorial cases (e.g., in The OpenFOAM Foundation [16] and FM Global [17]) is
constructed with a sprinkler placed 0.5 m from the panel at a height of 2.4 m that is
centered longitudinally. Water is sprayed downwards at an angle 45◦ below the horizontal
towards the panel at a rate of 0.1 kg/s, with a nominal exit speed of 3 m/s and cone angle
of 81◦ . There is two-way fluid-particle coupling and particle source terms are treated
semi-implicitly in Eq. (1)-(4). Figure 7 shows an annotated 3D rendering of the baseline
case.
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The baseline case was run for 15 s with the same physical and numerical settings
as those used for the water film suppression test case described in Section 5.1 (with the
addition of water droplets, as discussed above). Cumulative solid-phase mass loss is
compared to the baseline case with suppression in Fig. 8(a) and is observed to be lower
than the case without suppression. The baseline case is also visualized in Fig. 7, where
we observe that some particles miss the panel entirely, suggesting that the injection cone
angle as a parameter for optimization; a smaller angle would result in more water hitting
the panel, increasing suppression effectiveness (as well as decreasing the volume of water
necessary).
Once again, these results indicate that fire suppression comparable to that observed
in the baseline case may be achievable using less water for a different choice of sprinkler
parameters. Here we again consider a cost function that combines the solid-phase mass
loss with total water consumption as




∆ms
ṁl
J=α
+β
,
(14)
∆ms (t = 0)
ṁl (t = 0)
where ∆ms is the solid-phase change in mass, ṁl is total liquid mass introduced, and α
and β are scaling coefficients set to be 0.5. Both terms have again been normalized by
their respective values from the baseline simulation without suppression and maximum
allowable mass introduction, respectively.
The cost function is minimized again using the COBYLA algorithm, varying injected
mass flow rate, ṁl , and the injection cone angle, θ, subject to the constraints 0 ≤ ṁl ≤
0.2 kg/s and 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ , respectively. The baseline sprinkler case corresponds to a
ˆ l = 0.5 and θ̂ = 0.9. In 40 iterations, optimal normalized
normalized starting point of ṁ
values of mass flow rate and cone angle were determined to be approximately 0.05 and
0.155, respectively, corresponding to ṁl = 0.01 kg/s and θ = 14.0◦ . Convergence history
for this optimization is shown in Fig. 8(b).
The baseline sprinkler simulation is now updated using the optimized mass and cone
angle values, with the time history of solid-phase mass loss shown in Fig. 8(a). Not only
is the optimized solid-phase mass loss lower than the baseline case with suppression, the
amount of water necessary was dramatically reduced. In particular, the water mass flow
rate is reduced by an order of magnitude compared to the baseline case, which was made
possible by reducing the cone angle by a factor of nearly six.
6. Conclusions and future work
We have developed a novel extension of the OpenFOAM solver fireFoam that incorporates AMR and retains all multiphase physics originally included with the solver. We have
demonstrated that this solver, called fireDyMFoam, provides comparable agreement to
static mesh simulations with the same fine-scale resolution for verification and validation
cases, at substantially reduced computational cost. Additionally, the verification and validation spread cases were based on existing OpenFOAM tutorials for fireFoam to showcase
the easy addition of AMR to fireFoam simulations. Although we primarily highlight the
computational benefits of using AMR in this work, we also note that it relaxes hardware
requirements; recognizing that simulations using AMR require fewer cells, they can be run
on fewer processors (even serial runs are serviceable, as demonstrated by the optimization
cases discussed previously).
We then applied fireDyMFoam inside an “outer-loop” optimization process to further
demonstrate its potential. The Dakota toolkit was used to drive fireDyMFoam simulations
of fire suppression, minimizing a cost function that balanced solid phase mass loss and
water use. Although conceptually simple, these demonstrations were successful in finding
non-trivial optima and the efficiency gains enabled by the solver will make future largescale studies more tractable.
There are a number of ways the solver could be improved. In the future, we plan to
increase solid modeling capability, for example by incorporating high-fidelity pyrolysis
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Figure 8. Solid-phase mass loss comparison for panel fire spread cases with and without water sprinkler suppression (a) and
convergence history for the optimization (b). Panel (a) shows the mass loss for cases with no suppression (solid black line), baseline
suppression parameters (dashed red line), and optimal suppression parameters (dash-dot blue line). Panel (b) shows normalized
values of the cost function J from Eq. (14) (solid black line), the cone angle θ (dashed red line), and the mass flow rate ṁl (dash-dot
blue line).

models in the Porous material Analysis Toolkit (PATO) [54]. As described previously,
mapped patches must be pre-refined and protected from further refinement (thereby
preventing the solid and liquid meshes from changing size) to enable the use of AMR
within the current fireFoam modeling framework. Future work will address this first by
adapting the solid solution procedure to be 3D, thus allowing mesh changes similar to
the AMR used in the gas-phase throughout this work and making large-scale fire spread
problems more computationally tractable. Investigations of AMR use with respect to the
liquid phase will then be warranted. It should be noted that the use of Lagrangian particles
in the gas phase does not hinder the use of AMR, and other works (e.g., hyStrath [37]) have
previously demonstrated such functionality.
Additionally, further investigation of AMR settings (e.g., refinement fields, frequency,
the number of “buffer” layers) would be beneficial as well as the degree of refinement
(i.e., the refinement level); noted previously, the chosen settings have been shown to work
well but are not necessarily optimal. The coupling with Dakota may also be leveraged
for efficient model calibration for fire spread and suppression simulations (similar to e.g.,
that used in Nigam [49] and Isaacs et al. [50]). An investigation of temporal, in addition to
spatial, adaptivity will also be warranted as problem size increases.
Finally, future research directions also include extensions of the simulations presented
in this work, including detailed pyrolysis and soot modeling and larger parameter spaces
(e.g., solid fuel properties and more complex suppression configurations like those in Ren
et al. [29]) for fire spread and suppression problems.
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